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“winning in the future is all about how well you know the world around 
you. the reality is that blockchain, artificial intelligence and the inernet of 
things are going to be three key technologies that will shape the world of 

tomorrow. know these and you will win !”
ian khan

why blockchain, iot & ai will change every industry

right here
right now
todaytm



most relevent for
Leadership, Strategy, Future

what is convergence & the trifecta
Emerging technologies will have a severe impact on our lives. Although many new technologies 
are currently being dveeloped, you can however categorize them broadly under three buckets. 
Internet of Things - where everything is connected, Artificial Intelligence - bringing automation 
and freedom, and Blockchain - bringing a new way of storing and exchanging information. 
These three collectivelyform the Technology Trifecta.

key points
This keynote provides an excellent understanding of what technologies are going to have the 
most profound impact on business, timeline and how to adapt to a world driven by tech !
1. What is the emerging technology trifecta
2. Difference between IoT, Blockchain & AI
3. The role of Automation, Freedom and Connectivity
4. How information will dictate our lives
5. The business of the future and the impact of tech
6. Jobs, Human Capital, productivity & Value Creation
7. How organizations must adapt to a world driven by technology
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about ian khan
The Future is driven by convergence. On one hand, it 
is the convergence of Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain 
& the Internet of Things and on a different plane it is the 
convergence of Trust, Automation, & Experiences. For 
Public & Private entities creating and delivering impact and 
value, the future is least likely to be about financial results, as 
automation and technology will ensure profitability. What 
will remain is impacting the lives of people, solving problems 
and anticipating obstacles before they arrive.

Futurist, Ian Khan delivers an impactful session on helping 
understand the colossal changes that the world of tomorrow 
will undergo and why unlocking human potential should 
be the first goal on any organizations agenda. Ian Khan’s 
most popular session ,“7 Axioms of Value Creation”, helping 
organizations create a success path by understanding why 
Purpose, Execution and People are the driving force behind 
success.

Ian Khan is a CNN featured Technology Futurist, 3 times 
TEDx Speaker, Director of highly acclaimed documentary 
“Blockchain City”, Bestselling author of “7 Axioms of Value 
Creation”, and contributor to many publications including 
McGraw Hill and Forbes. He is also a founding member of 
the Government Experience (GX) initiative by the Prime 
Minister’s Office, UAE. 

One of the most widely quoted experts on Blockchain, 
Ian is on a mission to “Unlock Human Potential” by helping 
understand how technology can help us become more 
Efficient, Happy and more Human. Ian has spoken at industry 
conferences including Microsoft Worldwide Conference, 
World Government Summit, Money2020, SWIFT and helped 
hundreds of organizations with their digital transformation 
journey. 

Futurist, Ian Khan delivers an impactful session on helping 
understand the colossal changes that the world of tomorrow 
will undergo and why unlocking human potential should 
be the first goal on any organizations agenda. Ian Khan’s 
most popular session ,“7 Axioms of Value Creation”, helping 
organizations create a success path by understanding why 
Purpose, Execution and People are the driving force behind 
success.
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client testimonials
“Ian Khan is a lively, authoritative and 
inspiring speaker who’s fully engaged with 
tomorrow’s emerging technologies. He was 
a great keynote addition to our education 
programme at Accountex London 2019, 
Europe’s leading expo for accountants and 
finance professional.”

Ian Moss 
Accountex 
Europes Largest Accouning Conference

Thank you for your inspiring & 
thought provoking keynote !

A very 
A very Powerful & Authentic Message

Ian - Thanks for putting in all the Great Energy in 
the EXMA Plaform !

Fernando Anzures
CEO EXMA 

Latin America’s Largest Marketing Platform

“TNW would like to thank Ian for joining us at this years flagship 
conference and for delivering an awe-inspiring keynote on 
Blockchain Cities. We would recommend him for any conference 
looking to communicate about the diverse applications of 
Blockchain across both the private and public sectors.”
Olivia Alice Flint

watch ian’s popular keynotes
Here is a collection of some of Ian’s most popular videos. Just click the Thumbnail below to 
open the Video in a New Browser WIndow. Many more available at www.IanKhan.com

Right Here, Right Now, Today - Introduction TEDx - the Fourth Industrial Revolution

GX Talks - World Government Summit TEDx - A Talk on Resiliance

Telecarrier Executive Summit - The 7 Axioms Building Trust in a Paranoid World

https://youtu.be/4XLqdYZWq9I


book this keynote speech

Please contact us to book this keynote speech for your event or to find more 
about other topics that may be suitable for your event. Ian Khan follows a 
rigorous process for creating keynotes and most keynote speech topics are 
customizable and will typically be catered towwards the industry of your at-
tendees. If you have a specific topic request, please do not hesitate to ask 

for a customized keynote.

Please send your inquiry to ian@iankhan.com
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inspired clients worldwide


